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Abstract 

Organs fail to fulfil their need in the body due to different etiological factors. Hence, demand for the transplantation of a 
viable organ arises. Oral cavity is capable of projecting the faults of an improperly functioning organ. Dentists are more 
likely to encounter such cases in their daily practice. However, such cases go unreported due to inadequate knowledge 
in this field. This review is formatted by collecting all available literature on PubMed, Google Scholar and Google search 
engines to showcase the role of dentists in the management of patients undergoing Organ Transplantation. This review 
enlightens on how Dentists can better equip themselves to tackle such cases, when they come across one. This review 
also projects on the infection foci arising from the oral cavity disturbing the systemic organs and the treatment protocols 
for managing it. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The enhanced understanding of immune response and immunosuppressant drugs led to the breakthrough 

discovery of organ transplantation. The current success of organ transplantation is due to the prolonged 

research and extensive studies dated as back as 1000BC by Sushruta. With the invent of immunosuppressant 

drugs replacement of failing organs like lungs, liver, kidney and heart were made possible thereby improving 

the quality of life of the patients giving them a ray of hope [1]. 

According to Soylu et al 82.6% got their organs from living donors. The survival rate of the grafts were 

estimated for 1 year and 5 year. One-year and 5-year graft survival rates were 87.5% and 78.3% for renal 

transplant [2]. The survival rates were 75.5%, 67.6%, and 61.8% at 1 year, 3 years, and 5 years, separately for 

lungs transplants [3].   

A hand in hand coordination of various specialities is required for a successful organ transplantation. The 

“Multiprofessional Residency in Organ Transplantation (MROT)” was formed up in 2011 and the basic 

ideology is to unite specialists from various regions of healthcare to deliver quality consideration during the 

procedure of donation and transplantation [4]. 

The dental speciality plays a major role during the pre transplantation and post transplantation aspects. The 

transplantation protocols expect active participation of dentists in the treatment of such  patients. The risk 

of oral infections are  high in patients undergoing organ transplant due to the state of immunosuppression.  

Oral foci of infection often play a crucial role in systemic manifestations of disease. The foci can emerge 

from either Apices of the teeth (Granuloma) or from the supporting structures of the tooth, for example, 

gingiva, cementum or alveolar bone. Such foci of disease can prompt spread of harmful pathogens to 

different organs of the body through blood or lymphatic pathway [5].  This oral foci of infection if not properly 

diagnosed can progress very rapidly and can cause major discomfort and pain to the patients. 

This review aims to outline the pretransplantation and post transplantation management aspects of such 

patients. This provides an insight into the dental management of such patients. The significance of proper 
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dental care is highlighted in this review. 

Pretransplantation Dental Care: 

Before any transplantation procedures it is often strategized for the 
patient to undergo a routine oral examination followed by the needful 
treatment. Although the scientific literature addresses various aspects 
and parameters related to organ transplantation, dental care (pre 
transplantation and post transplantation) is seldom addressed. Dental 
care before transplantation has to be considered as an “essential 
medical service” to compact the possible complications. Surveys suggest 
that there is a strong recommendation among the practitioners for pre 
and post transplantation dental care of heart, kidney and liver patients. 
However the information regarding the oral health status before and 
after transplantation is not recorded in the transplant centres [6]. Ziebolz 
et al in the cross sectional study recorded transplant patients often 
presented with poor oral health status. Kauffels et al observed higher 
dental caries index in both pre and post transplantation patients [7]. 

Studies on pre transplantation patients often show there is increased 
need for the care of oral health. Infections of fungal etiology are often 
shown to affect these patients due to inappropriate pretransplantation 
dental care. Periodontal status of these patients are also compromised 
which requires special attention. 

The primary step in pre transplantation cases is the education and 
motivation of the patient.  An interdisciplinary collaboration between 
the physician and dentist should prevail. The donor as well as the 
recipient should be explained about the significance of oral health. Early 
dental rehabilitation of these patients helps to reduce the future 
burden. The patient should be well informed about the oral aspects and 
potential complications that may rise in the future due to 
immunosuppression. This may motivate them to maintain good oral 
hygiene and periodontal health. the possibility of opportunistic 
infections in the oral cavity like that of candida albicans should be well 
informed. 

According to Guggenheimer et al  the change in lifestyles (physically and 
emotionally) and the economical burden to these patients might be a 
possible reason for the reduced interest in oral health status [8]. 
Significant consideration ought to be given to patients' past experiences 
and attitude toward dental treatment and their history of oral hygiene 
maintenance. Different factors that get into the decision-making process 
should incorporate the ability of the patient to endure dental strategies, 
the level of clinical insecurity, and the time imperatives directed by the 
accessibility of the contributor organ. After the transplantation, 
circumstances of budgetary exigency grow, any considerations with 
respect to the transplant would be given need over dental consideration 
[1]. 

The rejection of one organ will for the most part lead to a course of 
intricacies. For instance, end-stage renal infection is regularly joined by 
ineffectively controlled diabetes and cardiovascular problems. End-
stage liver or kidney disease may prompt various metabolic and 
coagulation issues that make especially perplexing difficulties to dental 
treatment. 

Guidelines for dental treatment: 

- When a patient arrives at the dentist, it is the prime duty of the dentist 
to have a brief discussion with the respective physician overlooking the 
transplantation surgery. This is to look into the possible complication 
and risk factors while treating these patients. The consent by the 
physician often serves as valuable documentation in medicolegal 
scenarios. The pretreatment tests that have to be performed should be 
discussed with the physician in prior. 

 

- Pretreatment tests:Regardless of the treatment plan, pre operative 
assessment of coagulopathy is mandatory in renal and liver transplant 
patients. Complete blood count, prothrombin time (PT)/ international 
normalized ratio (INR), and partial thromboplastin time (PTT) are 
evaluated. In addition Electrolytes and liver function tests (LFTs) are 
assessed.The rise in amino transaminases, alkaline phosphatase, 
prothrombin time and serum bilirubin are indicative of propelled phase 
of liver damage [9,10]. 

- Clinical Evaluation: The primary goal of clinical evaluation is to identify 
and remove potential sources of infection since its exacerbation pre 
surgically can result in the delay of transplantation. Caries and 
periodontal disease present with peri apical lesions are the most 
prevalent conditions among both pretransplant and transplant 
recipients hence, imaging should be done for evaluation of dental and 
bone conditions of these patients [7]. Removal of oral foci of infection 
includes management of all active dental diseases as well as elimination 
of the rich source of potentially pathologic chronic infectious entities. 

- After thorough oral examination of the patient, they are subjected to 
oral prophylaxis to eliminate the oral foci of infection. These foci such as 
the dental plaque and calculus can irritate the tissues and can lead to 
fully fledged gingival infections. During the immunosuppressive state 
the course of the disease can take a devastating turn leading to an array 
of various clinical presentations. 

Dental Procedures To Be Performed: The proposed protocol indicates 
restorations in viable teeth, plaque control through prophylaxis, hygiene 
instructions, extraction of nonviable teeth, denture adjustments and 
antibacterial mouth rinses are prescribed for daily use. 

Post Transplantation Dental Care 

- Post transplantation of any organ the patient is bound to a new lifestyle 
absolutely different from what they previously dealt with. Patients as 
well their kin have to be well oriented to these changes.  

- Post-surgical phases are usually monitored by the transplantation 
centres until the stabilization of graft. Once the patient is stabilised the 
follow up care is usually provided by the physician. From this phase post 
operative dental care carries a significant role for the well being of the 
patient. The challenge faced upon by the dental practitioners is of 
paramount significance. They are often confronted by numerous issues 
such as metabolic derangements, including electrolyte disturbances and 
diabetes, which may be caused by the immunosuppressive drugs post 
transplantation. 

Postoperative immunosuppression 

The medications following organ transplant affect the T lymphocytes 
regulating the cytokines in the body. Immunosuppressants such as 
corticosteroids and azathioprine in high doses are associated with 
various adverse effect such as neutropenia.The recent drugs such as 
cyclosporine and include drugs that inhibit calcineurin and is associated 
with less adverse effects [11]. 

Pain management (Post procedural analgesia): 

Most of the analgesics enter the hepatic portal. Any underlying liver or 
kidney disease alter the pharmacokinetics. Hence while prescribing any 
analgesics for dental pain management utmost care has to be 
undertaken especially related to the dosage and intervals of drugs 
intake. NSAIDS and antibiotic prescribed by the dentist is often 
metabolised through the renal route. Hence while prescribing analgesics 
renal function has also to be kept in mind. The possibility of gastro 
intestinal bleeding and renal complications in patients with cirrhosis 
NSAIDs are generally contraindicated [12]. NSAIDs also are said to 
potentiate the nephrotoxic effects of the immunosuppressants. 50 mg 
of tramadol every 12 h  is the drug of choice in case of liver insufficiency 
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as stated by the United States Food and Drug Administration. Narcotics 
may cause hepatic encephalopathy and are contraindicated [13]. 
Acetaminophen 2g per day is relatively safe in many liver conditions, 
hence should be the drug of choice for pain management [14]. Transplant 
recipients should be kept under constant follow up for the rest of their 
lives. A number of protocols evaluating the outcomes of treatment are 
being followed for a large number of patients and this will provide a 
substantial patient database. 

Dental Complications of immunosuppression: 

Hietala et al in a study on liver transplant patients reported higher 
incidence of xerostomia and taste dysfunction associated with 
hyposalivation, lichenoid dysphagia,lesions such as leukoplakias, and 
ulcers compared with the control groups [15]. 

Bryan et al in the retrospective study however noticed no significant 
difference  in post-transplant mortality, infection and graft patients who 
did and did not undergo preoperative dental treatment [16]. 

The most common cause of mortality post- transplantation is due to 
bacterial. Viral, fungal cytomegalovirus infection, gingival hyperplasia 
(GH), and malignant oral lesions due to immunosuppression [17]. 
Immunosuppression is done at its maximum immediately post 
transplantation hence, related to the greatest risk of infection [18]. 

CONCLUSION 

The need for the knowledge about oral care of a transplant patient is 
very important for a dentist. Dental management of patients before and 
after the transplantation process is very important. Every possible foci 
of infection should be diagnosed appropriately and treated. And 
patients’ medical condition must be kept in mind while diagnosing, 
planning and performing the treatment. Both pre-transplant and post-
transplant patients require the oral treatment to assure their wellbeing. 
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